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In ill, we have conjectured the possible confined propagation of thennal neutrons along cylindrical solid (non-hollowf fibres of small cross section, made up by certain elanents (Ti, Mn, . . .) such that the overall amplitude (b) for the lowenergy nuclear s c a t t e r i q of neutrons on t h e n be negative. In [l] , rrmong other topics, we studied specif i d l y :
(if ~t r i c a l -o p t i c s descriptions ard procedures f o r confin_ iq natrons,
(ii) the possibility t h a t T i fibres (whose length be af;out 5 to 40 cm.) could have applications for slow neutron radiotherapy, w i t h V (z) = 0 outside the fibre. For a hcmcgeneous f ihre having p nuclei p r unit volun?e, the p t e n t i a l "seen" by the neutron inside the f i b r e is In [I] , ws also studied:
(iv) the neutron propagatian d e s J, for hancgeneous fibres with circular cross section, withcut or with nuclear absorption, (v) the effects of l a t t i c e periodicity, without nuclear absorption,upon the propagation mdes, namely, wide all& ard d l forbidden bands for the neutron along the fibre.
MAQEPIZED FIBRES FOR CONFINED PROPAGATION QF NEUmONS
Magnetized fibres should satisfy m e reasonable canditions:
(i) They should be ferrcwagnetic or, a t least, ferrirnagnetic , so t h a t in the ordered s t a t e they have a mn-vanishing netmgnetization, which should l i e along the f i b r e axis: if possible, their Curie tanperature T should l i e well above ordinary temperature (so that their eventual use be not restricted to low temperatures) and they should be magnetically satu-, rated. ii) I f possible, the (real part of the) overall nuclear scatterincj amplitude, b, should be negative, and, anyway, i f b denotes the net -9 magnetic scattering amplitude (see chapter 6 i n [4]), then a t least (the real partof)one of the two amplitudes &b has to be negative. -g ( i i i ) The overall linear absorption coefficient ~1 for neutrons bee Table 6 in [4]) should not be large, in order to avoid an excessive nuclear absorption. If anly one of the a.plitudes e b is negative, then m g t h e confined neutrons propgating along the f i b r e wuld be f u l l y polarized, while i f b t h are negative, neutrons w i t h different polarizations wuld propagate with different propagation constants (birefringence). H e r e , FR shall concentrate on fibres containing Mn. One interesting possibility fe f i l l i n g a l l t h e above requirgnents aid be a f i b r e made up by the ferrimgnetic cmpund q N . In f a d :
[i) The unit c e l l i n a magnetized sample of -m4N has a net mgnetic moment of 1.2 Bohr mgnetons [5] and Tc h 4 N ) = 743 OK [6] .
( i i ) By using Table 2 and by including a factor 2 to c m t both neutron spin projections, the abwe bound yields the following Ixxlnd on the ntimkr of neutron propa- For typical values p=1022~clei/an3, -b10 -12 2 3 an., 2 n~~= l 0 -* t o 10-7 an . , m e finds M-=J.o~ to 10 . x-integration being extended over a l l tm-dimensional space. Since Im b i s rather small [2] , the replacanent of U in the right-hcudside of Eq. (4) by the propagation d e s uCO) ( 5 ,~) which correspnd to solutions of Eq. (1) with Im b = 0, Im V = 0 seems justified: this yields an approximate -re2 sion for Im B to f i r s t order i n Im b. As a simple application, m? assume a fibre of circular cross section (radius R) and we recall that ell inside an all& bmd for the neutron along the fibre, the propagationmdes reduce, as a f i r s t approximation, to those for the corresponding hcancgeneous fLbm [I] , so thar u(') ( x , r ) --exp i(sz/lajl).exp i~+.g(r), s and M being integers and g (r) being a suitable Bessel (Hankel) function for r<R(r>R) (see [I] where i s no need that the neutrons propagating along the fibre be rnonochrohro m t i c .
